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Deep neural networks (DNNs) have undergone tremendous

advancement in several practical applications, such as ob-

ject detection and text generation, over the last few years,

leading to a huge demand for increased computing efficiency

of hardware. Resistive random-access memory (RRAM)-

based computing-in-memory (CIM) chip has been investi-

gated as a promising candidate to reduce the requirement

for memory bandwidth [1]. CIM chips can conduct multiply-

accumulate operations natively in memory units employing

physical laws. Recent experimental demonstrations [2–4]

and architectural designs [5] have revealed the consider-

able potential of RRAM-based CIM chips in highly energy-

efficient acceleration for DNNs.

However, two problems were ignored by previously found

simulation tools, which affected the development of CIM

chips. First, owing to the lack of compiler optimization in

the simulation tools, the deployment of DNN models on the

CIM chip was difficult. Second, owing to the lack of unified

representation between the DNN models and CIM hardware

or simulator, the ways to obtain the outcome from the sim-

ulator and real chip were separate, considerably increasing

the cost of validation between the simulator and real chip.

To overcome these restrictions, we introduce CLEAR,

a full-stack chip-in-loop emulator for analog RRAM-based

CIM System. It featured a proposed general intermedi-

ate representation (IR) to unify the computing flow on the

real chip and simulator, two proposed compiler optimiza-

tion techniques to exploit the balanced allocation of on-chip

resources, and three different CIM chip emulation support

levels.

CLEAR architecture. CLEAR is an end-to-end full-

stack tool that consists of three hierarchical modules: a

customized chip-aware training framework, compiler, and

chip-in-loop emulator (Figure 1). In CLEAR, the training

framework first optimizes the neural network under the con-

straints of hardware, including quantization and noise of the

weights. After the neural network is trained, the model is

sent to the compiler to be parsed and optimized depending

on the operational constraints and total on-chip resources.

CLEAR employs unified IR, named emulation-oriented IR,

to represent the computing flow both on the real chip and

the simulator. According to the IR, the compiler can gener-

ate executable codes using different backends (real chip or

analog computing model) to calculate the results of DNNs.

When a single operation is scheduled to run virtually, the

compact computing model in the emulator is utilized to sim-

ulate the output and circuit metrics. When this operation

is performed on actual hardware, the weights of this opera-

tion are programmed into the RRAM chip, and the results

are calculated on-chip. The outputs of CLEAR include the

simulated and chip-in-loop accuracy, circuit metrics, and

throughput of the employed neural network. The analog

circuit model can be calibrated based on the on-chip results

under the same workflow, and it only needs to select the

proper address in the IR.

Compiler design. The compiler plays a critical role in

optimizing DNN model structures and model deployment.

The compiler converts the trained model structure to a CIM-

friendly structure using operator fusion and split techniques,

and optimizes the model deployment with a critical path-

reforming method. Detailed information about operator fu-

sion and the critical path-reforming method can be seen

in Appendix A. Before deploying the DNN models, the IR

keeps the DNN model’s information for the compiler fron-

tend. Following deployment, the hardware address having

two selections—the real chip address and virtual address,

will be added into the IR for the compiler backend. Please

refer to Appendix B for more information about IR.

Analog computing model. We integrated different com-

puting models for inference and training in CLEAR, and it

can simulate three different levels—array level, macro level,

and system level. For the inference phase, the computing

outcome is mainly influenced by read and write noises and

IR drop. For the update phase, the next conductance state
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Figure 1 (Color online) Architecture of CLEAR.

following the open-loop updating without verification is re-

lated to the update pulse number and the minimum and

maximum values of the analog switching window. For the

close-loop update with verification, the next conductance

state is modeled as the target value plus a Gaussian distri-

bution noise. Please refer to Appendix C for more infor-

mation. We used real chip results to calibrate the proposed

model. The experimental outcome revealed that the sug-

gested emulator can simulate the system considerably well,

and the outcome errors between the emulator and chip can

be as low as 0.17% and 0.36% in the inference and training,

respectively.

Experimental results. We studied three cases—dataflow

optimization, analog computing verification, and model

calibration—with the proposed emulator. Owing to page

limitations, more detailed experimental results and compar-

isons are provided in Appendixes D and E, respectively.

Conclusion. In this study, we propose and implement

a full-stack chip-in-loop emulator for an RRAM-based CIM

chip to simulate the realistic runtime environment of diverse

DNNs. The compiler can optimize the on-chip dataflow

based on the critical path-reforming method for various

DNN models. The emulator employed three kinds of chips

to emulate the accuracy and performance of CIM chips.
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